
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
 

Will my child be scheduled to serve every weekend? 
 
No.  Our parish is blessed with a fairly large number of altar servers which allows us to spread out the 
service dates over a three month quarter. 
 
Do the altar servers serve at the weekday Masses? 
 
No. But, when attending the 9:00 AM mass with your class, your teacher should choose two altar 
servers to serve.  We no longer schedule servers for the Saturday, 9 am Mass.  Over holiday vacations 
and in the summer months, we schedule all available servers. 
 
Can my child still be an altar server even though we have a busy schedule with many activities 
during the weekends? 
 
Yes!  Having a generous number of servers allows us to be very flexible with server schedules.  Before 
the start of each quarter, servers will be able to list their dates of availability for that quarter on the 
Ministry Scheduler Program website.  The Scheduler Program will only schedule servers for dates that 
they are able to serve. You can also request a sub through the program should the need arise.   
 
Can my child still be a server even if we go away on vacation for most of the summer?   

 
Yes!  We are able to be flexible with schedules even in the summer months. 
 
Will my two children, who are both servers, be scheduled together for weekend Masses? 

 
Siblings are usually scheduled together, but if their individual schedules do not allow it, they 
have the option to be scheduled separately. 
 
Can we give our preference for which Mass times we would like? 
 

You will be given the opportunity to list your preferences of Sunday Mass times for each 
quarter.  We do ask each server, however, to be prepared to serve at least one 7:30 am 
Sunday Mass per quarter, and to be generous in their giving of time so that all Masses are 
filled.  
 


